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Abstract
Let r and r be integers satisfying rXrX3; and let Fr2 denote the elementary 2-group of rank
r: We show that the maximum possible cardinality of a generating subset ADFr2; such that not
all elements of Fr2 are representable as a sum of fewer than r elements of A; is ðrþ 1Þ2rr: This
proves a conjecture of Zemor and solves a well-known problem, related to covering radii of
linear binary codes.
Indeed, we give a full description of all those generating subsets ADFr2 of cardinality
jAj4ðrþ 5Þ2rr1 such that not all elements of Fr2 are representable as a sum of fewer than r
elements of A:
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Summary of results
For a positive integer r; denote by Fr2 the elementary abelian 2-group of rank r: We
identify this group with the r-dimensional vector space over the ﬁeld F2; this allows
us to speak about linear dependence, bases, spans, etc.
Given a positive integer k and a subset ADFr2 we write
kA :¼ fa1 þ?þ ak : a1;y; akAAg;
the set of all elements of Fr2 representable as a sum of k (not necessarily distinct)
elements of A:
Suppose that an integer rX2 is ﬁxed. If ADFr2 is contained in a proper coset (that
is, in a coset of a subgroup H9G) then the set ðr 1ÞA is contained in a proper
coset, too, and consequently ðr 1ÞAaFr2: How large can A be given that it is not
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contained in a proper coset, and yet ðr 1ÞAaFr2? We set
srðFr2Þ :¼ maxfjAj : ADFr2 is not contained in a proper coset
and ðr 1ÞAaFr2g:
In fact it is possible that any subset ADFr2; not contained in a proper coset, satisﬁes
ðr 1ÞA ¼ Fr2; to extend our deﬁnition onto this case we agree that max+ ¼ 0:
Observe that the condition ðr 1ÞAaFr2 has plain interpretation in generation
terms: it means that there are elements of Fr2; not representable as a sum of fewer
than r elements of A:
The quantity srðFr2Þ was introduced by Zemor1 in [Z92a] and then studied by a
number of authors; see [CHLL97,CZ99,Z92b].
It is not difﬁcult to verify that srðFr2Þ ¼ 0 for ror; see Corollary 1 below. Also,
s2ðFr2Þ ¼ 2r  1 for rX2 (this is immediate from the deﬁnition) and s3ðFr2Þ ¼ 2r1 for
rX3 (see Lemma 1). Zemor has shown that
s4ðFr2Þo2r=3; srðFr2Þp2rrþ1þIlog2 rm ðrX5Þ;
and on the other hand
srðFr2ÞXðrþ 1Þ2rr ð1Þ
for rXrX3:
To establish (1), Zemor introduces sets which he calls cylindrical.
Example 1 (Zemor’s cylindrical sets). Fix a subgroup HoFr2 of index ½Fr2 : H
 ¼ 2r
and choose e1;y; erAFr2 so that F
r
2 ¼ /e1;y; erS"H: Let A :¼ f0; e1;y; erg þ H:
Then e1 þ?þ ereðr 1ÞA; and A is not contained in a proper coset since
rA ¼ Fr2: Thus srðFr2ÞXjAj ¼ ðrþ 1Þ2rr:
Indeed, Zemor conjectured that in fact equality holds in (1), and our ﬁrst goal is to
prove this conjecture.
Theorem 1 (Conjectured by Zemor). For any integers r and r such that rXrX3 we
have
srðFr2Þ ¼ ðrþ 1Þ2rr:
We actually go considerably beyond this showing that any ‘‘large’’ ADFr2; not
contained in a proper coset and such that ðr 1ÞAaFr2; is a subset of a translated
cylindrical set.
Theorem 2. Let r and r be integers such that rXrX4: Suppose that ADFr2 is not
contained in a proper coset and satisfies ðr 1ÞAaFr2: If jAj4ðrþ 5Þ2rr1 then there
1 In fact, Zemor considers a slightly different quantity which he denotes sFr
2
ðtÞ: It is easily veriﬁed,
however, that sFr
2
ðtÞ ¼ stþ1ðFr2Þ þ 1 and srðFr2Þ ¼ sFr2 ðr 1Þ  1:
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exist a subgroup HoFr2 of index ½Fr2 : H
 ¼ 2r and elements g; e1;y; erAFr2 such that
Fr2 ¼ /e1;y; erS"H and ADg þ f0; e1;y; erg þ H: Moreover, if 0AA then g ¼ 0
can be chosen.
We show in Section 4 (Example 2) that the bound ðrþ 5Þ2rr1 is best possible:
there are sets ADFr2 of cardinality jAj ¼ ðrþ 5Þ2rr1; satisfying ðr 1ÞAaFr2; and
contained neither in a proper coset nor in a translated cylindrical set.
As indicated above, the case r ¼ 3 of Theorem 1 is easy, and we include it mainly
for the sake of completeness. For r ¼ 4 the assertions of Theorems 1 and 2 follow
from a basic result of Davydov and Tombak [DT89, Theorem 1], well-known to
coding theorists and specialists in ﬁnite geometries. In addition, Theorem 1 for r ¼ 4
was independently re-established in [CP92]. The result of Davydov and Tombak and
its connections with the case r ¼ 4 of Theorems 1 and 2 are discussed in Section 4.
Evidently, for rX4 Theorem 1 is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2; the latter
theorem is proved in Section 6, and formally there is no need in a separate proof of
the former. Nevertheless, we present such a separate independent proof of
Theorem 1 in Section 5: ﬁrstly because of its striking simplicity, and secondly to
introduce an idea which plays an important role in our subsequent argument.
In Section 2 we put our results into a broader algebraic context relating them to
the problems area studied in [KL], a recent joint paper of Benjamin Klopsch and the
present author. In particular, an alternative deﬁnition of srðFr2Þ in terms of
generating subsets (rather than subsets, not contained in a proper coset) is presented.
In Section 3 we give a coding theory interpretation of Theorems 1 and 2 and use it
to answer a classical question concerning covering radii of linear binary codes.
Finally, in Section 7 we discuss a deep underlying problem and formulate a
conjecture, towards the proof of which we were able to make a very modest progress
only. The conjecture is, in fact, a strengthening of Theorems 1 and 2; in a sense, it
establishes the structure of all subsets ADFr2; not contained in a proper coset,
satisfying ðr 1ÞAaFr2; and such that jAjX2rrþ2 þ r 2: Our conjecture can be
considered as an extension of the result of Davydov and Tombak; indeed, for r ¼ 4
the former reduces to the latter.
2. The algebraic perspective
The sole aim of this section is to explain how our results ﬁt into a more general
algebraic framework and to present our vision of the Big Picture.
Let G be a ﬁnite abelian group and let A be a subset of G: The subgroup generated
by A is /AS :¼ TfHpG : ADHg; the intersection of all subgroups containing A:
This is the smallest subgroup of G lying above A: If /AS ¼ G then A is said to be
generating; thus A is generating if and only if it is not contained in any proper
subgroup of G:
Clearly, if A is not contained in a proper coset of G; then A is generating;
conversely, if A is generating, then A,f0g is not contained in a proper coset of G: In
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particular, if 0AA then for A to be generating it is necessary and sufﬁcient that A is
not contained in a proper coset.
Let A7 :¼ ðAÞ,f0g,A denote the ‘‘symmetric closure of A with respect to
addition’’. Then /AS consists of all those gAG representable as a sum of elements of
A7; and for every positive integer k we deﬁne /ASk :¼ kA7; the set of all gAG
representable as a sum of k elements of A7: Evidently, these sets form an ascending
chain /AS1D/AS2Dy; and their union is /AS; the subgroup generated by A:
Suppose that rX2 is an integer. If ADG is contained in a proper subgroup, then
/ASr1 is contained in this subgroup, too, and consequently /ASr1aG: How
large can jAj be given that ADG is generating, and yet /ASr1aG? We put
srðGÞ :¼ maxfjAj : ADG; /ASr1a/AS ¼ Gg;
the maximum cardinality of a generating subset ADG such that there are elements of
G; not representable as an ‘‘algebraic sum’’ of fewer than r elements of A: This is
consistent with the deﬁnition of srðFr2Þ given in Section 1, as it is readily seen from
the two following observations:
(i) if ADFr2 satisﬁes /ASr1a/AS ¼ Fr2 and is maximal subject to this condition,
then 0AA; consequently, A is not contained in a proper coset and ðr 1ÞA ¼
/ASr1aF
r
2;
(ii) if ADFr2 is not contained in a proper coset and satisﬁes ðr 1ÞAaFr2; then for
any aAA the set A0 :¼ A þ a is generating and satisﬁes /A0Sr1 ¼ ðr 1ÞA0 ¼
ðr 1ÞA þ ðr 1ÞaaFr2:
We mention yet another equivalent way to rewrite the deﬁnition of srðGÞ:
Speciﬁcally, for a generating subset ADG let diamAðGÞ be the minimum positive
integer h such that /ASh ¼ G; and let diamAðGÞ ¼N if A is not generating. Thus,
diamAðGÞ is the diameter of the Cayley graph, induced by A on G: Then evidently
srðGÞ ¼ maxfjAj : ADG; rpdiamAðGÞoNg:
The quantity srðGÞ was systematically studied in [KL], where in particular we were
able to ﬁnd it for all cyclic groups G (and arbitrary rX2) and also for rAf2; 3g (and
all groups G). As follows from the explanations above, Theorem 1 of the present
paper establishes the values of srðGÞ for the groups G ¼ Fr2 for all rX2: It is a
challenging (and perhaps, quite difﬁcult) problem to determine srðGÞ for other
inﬁnite families of groups, like G ¼ ðZ=mZÞr with an integer m42; or groups of
rank two.
3. Coding theory interpretation
This section is intended for those readers interested in coding theory applications;
everybody else can safely skip it. Consequently, we assume here acquaintance with
basic coding theory notions.
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We say that a linear binary code is non-degenerate if its minimum distance is at
least three; that is, its check matrices contain no zero columns and no identical
columns. The question that motivated coding theorists to study srðFr2Þ (or related
quantities, see footnote on page 2) is:
How large can be the length of a non-degenerate linear binary code of prescribed
covering radius r and co-dimension r?
The connection between covering radii and srðFr2Þ is established by the following
argument. Suppose that a basis of Fr2 is ﬁxed and declared ‘‘standard’’. Given a
subset ADFr2; write n :¼ jA\f0gj and arrange the coordinates of the non-zero
elements of A with respect to the standard basis as matrix columns. If A is
generating, then the columns of the resulting r  n binary matrix generate Fr2; hence
its rows are linearly independent over F2 and we consider it as a check matrix of a
linear code of length n and co-dimension r: Since the matrix columns are pairwise
distinct, the code constructed is non-degenerate. Evidently, the process is reversible;
thus, we have a natural correspondence between generating subsets ADFr2 of
cardinality jAj ¼ n þ 1 such that 0AA; on the one hand, and non-degenerate linear
codes of length n and co-dimension r; on the other hand. Moreover, the covering
radius of codes, corresponding to A; is easily seen to equal diamAðFr2Þ: (See the end of
the previous section for the deﬁnition of diamAðFr2Þ:)
Suppose that rX2 is ﬁxed. We see that non-degenerate codes of co-dimension r
and covering radius at least r correspond to subsets ADFr2 such that 0AA and
rpdiamAðFr2ÞoN; and that the length of the codes corresponding to A is jAj  1: It
follows that codes with the above properties exist if and only if rXr; and in this case
the maximum length of such codes is srðFr2Þ  1 ¼ ðrþ 1Þ2rr  1 (by Theorem 1).
Since ðrþ 1Þ 2rr  1 is a strictly decreasing function of r; this expression actually
gives the maximum possible length of codes with covering radius exactly r: This
proves
Theorem 3. Let r and rX2 be positive integers. For non-degenerate linear binary codes
of co-dimension r and covering radius r to exist, it is necessary and sufficient that rXr:
In this case the maximum length of such codes is ðrþ 1Þ2rr  1:
The question asked at the beginning of this section (and answered by Theorem 3)
can be considered from another viewpoint:
How large can be the covering radius of a non-degenerate linear binary code of
prescribed length n and co-dimension r?
We use the notation of [CHLL97], where this maximum covering radius is denoted
by T ½n; n  r; 3
: Notice, that one is actually interested in those values of r and n
satisfying rpnp2r  1; for otherwise non-degenerate codes of length n and co-
dimension r do not exist.
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Theorem 4. Let n and rX2 be positive integers such that rpnp2r  1: Then the
maximum possible covering radius of a non-degenerate linear binary code of length n
and co-dimension r is
T ½n; n  r; 3
 ¼
1 if n ¼ 2r  1;
2 if 2r1pno2r  1;
maxfrAZ : ðrþ 1Þ2rr4ng if rpno2r1:
8><
>:
Proof. For 2r1pnp2r  1 and also for n ¼ r the assertion is easy to verify, and
we assume that rono2r1: Assume further that r is the integer satisfying
ðrþ 1Þ2rr4n and maximal subject to this condition, so that rA½3; r  1
: We want
to show that T ½n; n  r; 3
 ¼ r; in other words, to show that r is the maximum
possible value of diamAðFr2Þ for a generating subset ADFr2 of cardinality jAj ¼ n þ 1
such that 0AA:
(i) Let ADFr2 be a generating subset of cardinality jAj ¼ n þ 1 such that 0AA:
Suppose that diamAðFr2ÞXrþ 1: Since rþ 1pr; by Theorem 1 we have then
n þ 1 ¼ jAjpsrþ1ðFr2Þ ¼ ðrþ 2Þ2rðrþ1Þpn;
a contradiction. Thus diamAðFr2Þpr:
(ii) To complete the proof, we construct a subset ADFr2 of cardinality jAj ¼ n þ 1
such that 0AA and diamAðFr2Þ ¼ r: For this we ﬁx arbitrarily a subgroup HoFr2 of
index ½Fr2 : H
 ¼ 2r; choose e1;y; erAFr2 such that Fr2 ¼ /e1;y; erS"H; and set
A1 :¼ H,ðe1 þ HÞ,fe2;y; erg and A2 :¼ f0; e1;y; erg þ H;
so that 0AA1DA2: We have
jA1j ¼ 2rrþ1 þ r 1pðrþ 2Þ2rr1 þ 1pn þ 1pðrþ 1Þ2rr ¼ jA2j;
hence there exists a set A of cardinality jAj ¼ n þ 1 satisfying A1DADA2: It is easily
veriﬁed that diamA1ðFr2Þ ¼ diamA2ðFr2Þ ¼ r: indeed, rA1 ¼ Fr2 whereas e1 þ?þ
ereðr 1ÞA2: Therefore diamAðFr2Þ ¼ r also. &
We say that a linear code of co-dimension r is cylindrical if there exist a subgroup
HoFr2; elements e1;y; erAFr2 such that Fr2 ¼ /e1;y; erS"H; and a check matrix
of the code whose columns are formed by the non-zero elements of the set
f0; e1;y; erg þ H (written in the standard basis of Fr2). The length of such a code is
n ¼ ðrþ 1Þ2rr  1 and its covering radius is r: The reader will verify easily that
Theorem 2 leads to the following conclusion.
Theorem 5. Let r and r be integers such that rXrX4: Then any non-degenerate linear
binary code of co-dimension r; covering radius at least r; and length nXðrþ 5Þ2rr1
can be obtained by shortening a cylindrical code of co-dimension r and covering
radius r:
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4. Preliminaries
We establish here some facts, mentioned in Section 1 without proofs, and discuss
brieﬂy the result of Davydov and Tombak.
Lemma 1. We have s3ðFr2Þ ¼ 2r1 for any integer rX3:
Proof. If ADFr2 and jAj42r1 then by the boxing principle any element of Fr2 is a
sum of two elements of A; that is, 2A ¼ Fr2: This shows that s3ðFr2Þp2r1:
On the other hand, ﬁx arbitrarily an index two subgroup HoFr2 and an element
zAFr2\H and let A :¼ ðH\f0gÞ,fzg: Then ze2A and A is not contained in a proper
coset since 3A ¼ Fr2; therefore, s3ðFr2ÞXjAj ¼ 2r1: &
Lemma 2. For an integer rX2 and a non-empty subset ADFr2 the following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) rA ¼ Fr2;
(ii) kA ¼ Fr2 for some (and therefore, for every sufficiently large) positive integer k;
(iii) A is not contained in a proper coset of Fr2:
Moreover, if A satisfies conditions (i)–(iii) and ðr  1ÞAaFr2; then for any aAA we have
A ¼ a þ f0; e1;y; erg; where e1;y; er form a basis of Fr2: (Conversely, if A has this
form then evidently A satisfies (i)–(iii) and ðr  1ÞAaFr2:)
Proof. Plainly, (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (iii). Suppose that A satisﬁes (iii) and ﬁx
arbitrarily an element aAA: Since A is not contained in a proper coset, the translate
A þ a is not contained in a proper subgroup, and therefore contains a basis of Fr2; say
fe1;y; erg: Now
rðA þ aÞ+rf0; e1;y; erg ¼ Fr2;
whence rA ¼ Fr2; that is, A satisﬁes (i). Moreover, it is clear that if A þ a contains an
element other than zero and the ei’s, then ðr  1ÞðA þ aÞ ¼ Fr2; whence ðr  1ÞA ¼
Fr2: This proves the last assertion. &
Corollary 1. We have srðFr2Þ ¼ 0 for any integers r and r such that 2pror:
Proof. If ADFr2 is not contained in a proper coset and ror; then
ðr 1ÞA+rA ¼ Fr2: &
We now show that for any r4rX2 there exist sets ADFr2 such that
ðr 1ÞAaFr2; jAj ¼ ðrþ 5Þ2rr1; and A is contained neither in a proper coset
nor in a translated cylindrical set. Thus Theorem 2 is, in a sense, best possible.
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Example 2. Fix arbitrarily a subgroup HoFr2 of index ½Fr2 : H
 ¼ 2rr1 and
elements e0; e1;y; erAFr2 such that F
r
2 ¼ /e0; e1;y; erS"H and let
A :¼ ðf0; e1;y; erg,ð/e1; e2Sþ e0ÞÞ þ H:
It is easily seen that jAj ¼ ðrþ 5Þ2rr1 and rA ¼ Fr2; so that A is not contained
in a proper coset. Furthermore, Fr2\ðr 1ÞA ¼ e1 þ?þ er þ H whereas for any
cylindrical set CDFr2 we have jFr2\ðr 1ÞCj ¼ 2rr; thus jðr 1ÞAj4jðr 1ÞCj
whence AD/ C:
Recall that a subset ADG of an abelian group G is called periodic if there exists a
non-zero element hAG such that A þ h ¼ A; otherwise A is aperiodic. The set of all
elements hAG with this property (including h ¼ 0) is called the period of A and
denoted HðAÞ:
HðAÞ :¼ fhAG : A þ h ¼ Ag:
Clearly, HðAÞ is a subgroup of G and A is a union of HðAÞ-cosets. Observe that
A=HðAÞ is an aperiodic subset of the quotient group G=HðAÞ:
The central result of (DT89) can be formulated as follows.
Theorem 6 (Davydov–Tombak, [DT89]). Let rX4 be an integer. Suppose that
ADFr2 satisfies 3AaF
r
2 and is maximal (by inclusion) subject to this condition. If
jAjX2r2 þ 2; then A is periodic.
What is so exciting about the fact that A is periodic and how can one utilize this
information? To exhibit the strength of Theorem 6 we show that it readily implies
case r ¼ 4 of Theorems 1 and 2. For this, suppose that ADFr2 is not contained in a
proper coset and satisﬁes 3AaFr2: Without loss of generality we can assume that A is
maximal subject to 3AaFr2: Let H ¼ HðAÞoFr2 be the period of A and let integer
sA½0; r
 be deﬁned by ½Fr2 : H
 ¼ 2s; so that Fr2=HDFs2: Set A ¼ A=H; the image of A
under the canonical homomorphism Fr2-F
r
2=H: Then ADF
r
2=H satisﬁes 3AaF
r
2=H
and is maximal subject to this condition, and A is not contained in a proper coset of
Fr2=H; therefore, sX4 by Corollary 1. Moreover, A is aperiodic, hence by Theorem 6
we have jAjp2s2 þ 1: It follows that
jAj ¼ jAjjHjpð2s2 þ 1Þ 2rs ¼ 2r2 þ 2rsp2r2 þ 2r4 ¼ 5  2r4;
as claimed by Theorem 1. Now assume that jAj49  2r5: Then from
9  2r5ojAjp2r2 þ 2rs
we get 2r5o2rs; whence s ¼ 4: In view of ADFr2=HDF42 and 3AaF42 and by
Lemma 2, for any aAA there exist linearly independent e1;y; e4AFr2=H such that
A ¼ a þ f0; e1;y; e4g: Now if a; e1;y; e4AFr2 are any ﬁxed pre-images of
a; e1;y; e4; respectively, then A ¼ a þ f0; e1;y; e4g þ H; and Theorem 2 follows.
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5. Proof of Theorem 1
Lemma 3. Let rX3 be an integer and let e :¼ fe1;y; ergDFr2 be a basis of Fr2: Suppose
that UDFr2 is a subset such that no element of 2U is a sum of three or more pairwise
distinct elements of e: Then jU jpr þ 1:
Proof. This is a particular case of a well-known theorem of Kleitman; see, for
instance, [CHLL97, Theorem 2.4.16]. For a short independent proof see Lemma 5
below. &
Proof of Theorem 1. In view of (1), it sufﬁces to show that for any subset ADFr2; not
contained in a proper coset and such that ðr 1ÞAaFr2; holds jAjpðrþ 1Þ2rr: We
can assume that 0AA: otherwise, A can be replaced by A þ a where a is suitably
chosen. We have then ðr 1ÞADrA and we claim that the inclusion is strict: indeed,
if ðr 1ÞA ¼ rA then for any integer k4r we have
kA ¼ðk  rÞA þ rA ¼ ðk  rÞA þ ðr 1ÞA ¼ ðk  1ÞA
¼? ¼ rA ¼ ðr 1ÞA;
hence
SN
k¼1 kA ¼ ðr 1ÞA is a proper subgroup of Fr2; containing A:
Since ðr 1ÞAarA; there exist e1;y; erAA such that s :¼ e1 þ?þ ere
ðr 1ÞA: Clearly, the elements e1;y; er are linearly independent over F2: for if
IDf1;y; rg is a non-empty set such that PiAI ei ¼ 0; then s ¼
P
ieI eiA
ðr jI jÞADðr 1ÞA; a contradiction. Thus L :¼ /e1;y; erS is a subgroup of Fr2
of index ½Fr2 : L
 ¼ 2rr; and to complete the proof we show any L-coset contains at
most rþ 1 elements of A:
For a contradiction, suppose that jðz þ LÞ-Aj4rþ 1 for some zAFr2: Then
U :¼ ðA þ zÞ-L is a subset of L of cardinality jU j4rþ 1; and by Lemma 3
as applied to LDFr2 there are a1; a2AA and IDf1;y; rg of cardinality jI jX3
such that
a1 þ a2 ¼ ða1 þ zÞ þ ða2 þ zÞ ¼
X
iAI
ei:
Consequently,
s ¼ a1 þ a2 þ
X
ieI
eiAð2þ r jI jÞADðr 1ÞA;
the contradiction sought. &
6. Proof of Theorem 2
As shown in Section 4, the case r ¼ 4 is a corollary of the result of Davydov
and Tombak and we assume below that rXrX5: Suppose that ADFr2 satisﬁes
the assumptions of Theorem 2: that is, A is not contained in a proper coset,
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ðr 1ÞAaFr2; and jAj4ðrþ 5Þ2rr1: In addition, we can assume without loss of
generality that 0AA; and then as in the proof of Theorem 1 there exist e1;y; erAA
such that e1 þ?þ ereðr 1ÞA: This shows that Theorem 2 will follow from
Proposition 1. Let rXrX5 be integers, and let ADFr2 be a set of cardinality jAj4
ðrþ 5Þ2rr1 such that 0AA: Suppose that e1;y; erAA satisfy e1 þ?þ ere
ðr 1ÞA (hence, are linearly independent over F2). Then there exists a subgroup
HoFr2 such that Fr2 ¼ /e1;y; erS"H and ADf0; e1;y; erg þ H:
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 1. Consequently, we
assume that A; e1;y; er are as in the proposition, and for brevity we write
s :¼ e1 þ?þ er; P :¼ f0; e1;y; erg; and L :¼ /e1;y; erS: ð2Þ
To prove Proposition 1 we have to ﬁnd a subgroup HoFr2 such that Fr2 ¼ L"H
and ADP þ H: We use induction by r: For r ¼ r the assertion is almost immediate.
Indeed, from PDA and seðr 1ÞA it follows that A-L ¼ P; however, if r ¼ r then
L ¼ Fr2 whence A ¼ P and we choose H to be the zero subgroup. Assume now that
rXrþ 1:
For zAFr2 deﬁne
LAðzÞ :¼ ðA þ zÞ-L; ð3Þ
thus z þ LAðzÞDA and indeed, LAðzÞ is the set of all those lAL satisfying z þ lAA:
Notice, that LAðz þ lÞ ¼ LAðzÞ þ l for any zAFr2 and lAL: We seek HoFr2 such that
Fr2 ¼ L"H and LAðzÞDP for any zAH:
The following lemma establishes the basic property of the sets LAðzÞ:
Lemma 4. Let r; r; A; and e1;y; erAA be as in Proposition 1, let L and P be defined
by (2) and LAðzÞ by (3). Suppose that z1;y; zkAFr2 satisfy z1 þ?þ zk ¼ 0 (where k is
a positive integer). Then
LAðz1Þ þ?þ LAðzkÞDkP:
Proof. For kXr the assertion is trivial and we assume that kpr 1: Suppose that
there exist liALAðziÞ ði ¼ 1;y; kÞ such that l :¼ l1 þ?þ lkekP; in other words,
there is a subset ID½1; r
 of cardinality jI j4k such that l ¼PiAI ei: Then
s ¼ l þ
X
ieI
ei ¼ ðz1 þ l1Þ þ?þ ðzk þ lkÞ þ
X
ieI
eiAðk þ r jI jÞADðr 1ÞA;
a contradiction. &
Corollary 2. For any zAFr2 we have 2LAðzÞD2P:
Lemma 5. Let r and r be positive integers. Suppose that e1;y; erAFr2 are linearly
independent over F2; and let L and P be defined by (2). Suppose further that UDL
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is a set of cardinality jU jX5 satisfying 2UD2P: Then there exists lAL such that
UDl þ P:
Proof. We can assume that 0AU ; and then UD2UD2P; consequently, if UD/ P then
there exist i; jA½1; r
 ðiajÞ such that ei þ ejAU : Renumbering the ei’s, if necessary,
we can assume that i ¼ 1 and j ¼ 2: Now for any uAU we have u þ e1 þ e2A2P
whence UDðe1 þ e2 þ 2PÞ-2P ¼ ðe1 þ PÞ,ðe2 þ PÞ: Since jU jX5; there exists
tA½3; r
 such that either e1 þ etAU ; or e2 þ etAU : Without loss of generality we
assume that e1 þ e3AU ; and then
UDððe1 þ PÞ,ðe2 þ PÞÞ-ððe1 þ PÞ,ðe3 þ PÞÞ ¼ ðe1 þ PÞ,fe2 þ e3g:
If e2 þ e3eU then UDe1 þ P and the proof is over. Otherwise we have e1eU (as
ðe2 þ e3Þ þ e1e2P) and moreover, U does not contain any element of the form
e1 þ es for sA½4; r
; hence UDf0; e1 þ e2; e1 þ e3; e2 þ e3g; contradicting the assump-
tion that jU jX5: &
Remark. The restriction jU jX5 cannot be relaxed: there are four element subsets
UDL such that 2UD2P; and yet UD/ l þ P for lAL: Speciﬁcally, for pairwise
distinct i; j; kA½1; r
 write Sðei; ejÞ :¼ /ei; ejS and Sðei; ej; ekÞ :¼ /ei þ ej; ei þ ekS:
Then evidently 2Sðei; ejÞD2P and 2Sðei; ej; ekÞD2P; and it not difﬁcult to see that
neither Sðei; ejÞ nor Sðei; ej; ekÞ are contained in a shift of P: Moreover, it can be
shown that any UDL satisfying 2UD2P is a shifted subset of one of the sets
Sðei; ejÞ; Sðei; ej ; ekÞ; or P:
From Corollary 2 and Lemma 5 we get
Corollary 3. Suppose that jLAðzÞjX5 for some zAFr2: Then there exists lAL such that
LAðzÞDl þ P: Thus, jLAðzÞjprþ 1 for all zAFr2 and therefore jAjpðrþ 1Þ2rr:
Remark. The last assertion of Corollary 3 does not follow from Theorem 1 since we
do not assume here that A is not contained in a proper coset. On the other hand,
Theorem 1 follows readily from Corollary 3.
Lemma 6. Let r; r; and k be positive integers. Suppose that e1;y; erAFr2 are linearly
independent over F2; and let L and P be defined by (2). Suppose further that UDL and
VDP satisfy U þ VDkP and jV jXk þ 2: Then UDðk  1ÞP:
Proof. For any uAU and vAV we have u þ vAkP; hence uAv þ kP and we derive
that UDðk þ 1ÞP: Therefore, if uAU\kP then u is a sum of exactly k þ 1 of the ei’s
and in view of jV jXk þ 2 there exists vAV such that u þ vekP; a contradiction; thus
in fact UDkP: Now if uAU\ðk  1ÞP then u is a sum of exactly k of the ei’s and in
view of jV jXk þ 2 there exists vAV such that u þ vekP: Thus UDðk  1ÞP; as
claimed. &
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Lemma 7. Let r; r; A; and e1;y; erAA be as in Proposition 1, and let L be defined by
(2). Suppose that rXrþ 1: Then there exists an index two subgroup FoFr2 satisfying
LpF and such that letting A0 :¼ A-F we have jA0jX12jAj:
Proof. There are 2rr  1 index two subgroups FoFr2 such that LpF ; we choose
one at random and estimate E jA-F j; the expected number of elements of A in F : It
is not difﬁcult to see that for any aAA\L there are exactly 2rr1  1 subgroups F
such that aAF : Consequently, recalling that jA-Lj ¼ rþ 1 and using the estimate
of Corollary 3 we obtain
EjA-F j ¼
X
aAA
Pr faAFg
¼ jA-Lj þ 2
rr1  1
2rr  1 jA\Lj
¼ 1
2rr  1ðð2
rr1  1ÞjAj þ ðrþ 1Þ2rr1Þ
X
1
2rr  1 ðð2
rr1  1ÞjAj þ jAj=2Þ
¼ 1
2
jAj:
The assertion follows. &
We are ready now to complete the proof of Proposition 1. Let F and A0 be as in
Lemma 7. By the induction hypothesis as applied to A0DF ; there exists a subgroup
H0oF such that F ¼ L"H0 and LAðhÞDP for any hAH0: (Observe that for any
zAF we have LA0ðzÞ ¼ ðA0 þ zÞ-L ¼ ðA þ zÞ-L ¼ LAðzÞ:) For a positive integer j
write
Hj :¼ fhAH0 : jLAðhÞjXjg;
the set of all those hAH0 such that h þ L contains at least j elements of A0: Thus jHj j
is the number of L-cosets in F ; containing at least j elements of A: We distinguish
two cases.
(i) Suppose ﬁrst that there exists z0AFr2\F such that jLAðz0ÞjX6: By Corollary 3 we
have LAðz0ÞDl þ P for some lAL; and having replaced z0 by z0 þ l we can assume
that in fact LAðz0ÞDP: We deﬁne H :¼ H0"/z0S; thus Fr2 ¼ L"H and we show
that LAðz0 þ hÞDP for any hAH0:
We notice that
ðrþ 1ÞjH5j þ 4ðjH0j  jH5jÞXjA0jX1
2
jAj4ðrþ 5Þ2r2r;
whence ðr 3ÞjH5j4ðrþ 5Þ2r2r  4jH0j ¼ ðr 3Þ2r2r and jH5j42r2r ¼
jH0j=2: By the pigeonhole principle, any hAH0 has a representation h ¼ h05 þ h005
with h05; h
00
5AH5 and then by Lemma 4 we have LAðz0 þ hÞ þ LAðh05Þ þ LAðh005Þ þ
LAðz0ÞD4P: Now we recall that LAðhÞDP for any hAH0 and use Lemma 6 to
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obtain subsequently
LAðz0 þ hÞ þ LAðh05Þ þ LAðh005ÞD3P;
LAðz0 þ hÞ þ LAðh05ÞD2P;
LAðz0 þ hÞDP;
as required.
(ii) Suppose now that jLAðzÞjp5 for any zAFr2\F : Since
jA\F j4ðrþ 5Þ2rr1  ðrþ 1Þ2rr1 ¼ 4  2rr1
by Corollary 3, there exists z0AFr2\F such that jLAðz0Þj ¼ 5: As above we can assume
that LAðz0ÞDP and it sufﬁces to show that LAðz0 þ hÞDP for any hAH0:
We have
jA0jXjAj  5  ½F : L
4ðrþ 5Þ2rr1  5  2rr1 ¼ r2rr1
whereas in view of rX5
jA0jp ðrþ 1ÞjH6j þ 5ðjH4j  jH6jÞ þ 3ðjH0j  jH4jÞ
¼ ðr 4ÞjH6j þ 2jH4j þ 3  2rr1
p ðr 3ÞðjH6j þ jH4jÞ þ 3  2rr1:
It follows that jH6j þ jH4j42rr1 ¼ jH0j and by the pigeonhole principle any hAH0
can be represented as h ¼ h4 þ h6 with h4AH4 and h6AH6: By Lemma 4 we have
LAðz0 þ hÞ þ LAðh4Þ þ LAðz0Þ þ LAðh6ÞD4P and then
LAðz0 þ hÞ þ LAðh4Þ þ LAðz0ÞD3P;
LAðz0 þ hÞ þ LAðh4ÞD2P;
LAðz0 þ hÞDP
by Lemma 2. This completes the proof. &
7. Periodicity and q-maximal sets
Let rX1 and rX2 be integers. To describe sets ADFr2 satisfying ðr 1ÞAaFr2 it
sufﬁces to consider only those sets which are maximal (by inclusion) subject to this
condition. We call such sets r-maximal; any set satisfying ðr 1ÞAaFr2 is, therefore,
a subset of a r-maximal set.
Plainly, if ADFr2 is r-maximal and contained in a proper coset, then A is the coset
itself. Suppose now that ADFr2 is r-maximal and not contained in a proper coset, and
let H :¼ HðAÞ be the period of A: (See Section 4 for the deﬁnitions of period and
periodicity.) Then A :¼ A=H is an aperiodic r-maximal subset of the quotient group
Fr2=H with jAj41: Conversely, if HpFr2 is a subgroup and A is a r-maximal subset
of the quotient group Fr2=H; then the full pre-image ADF
r
2 of A under the canonical
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homomorphism Fr2-F
r
2=H is a r-maximal subset of F
r
2—save for the case r ¼ 2
when maximality is violated. Moreover, if ADFr2=H is aperiodic and jAj41; then A
is not contained in a proper coset of Fr2:
This shows that periodic r-maximal sets are induced by aperiodic ones; in this
sense aperiodic r-maximal sets are primitive, whereas periodic r-maximal sets can be
obtained by their ‘‘lifting’’. In other words, aperiodic r-maximal subsets are the
‘‘building blocks’’ of which all other r-maximal sets are constructed; their properties,
therefore, determine the properties of all r-maximal sets. Motivated by this
observation, we deﬁne
trðFr2Þ :¼ maxfjAj : ADFr2 is aperiodic and r-maximal and jAj41g;
here we assume max+ ¼ 0 so that trðFr2Þ ¼ 0 if no aperiodic r-maximal sets ADFr2
with jAj41 exist. Notice that the restriction jAj41 can be dropped, unless r ¼ 1: this
is because one-element sets are never r-maximal if rX2:
Our deﬁnition of trðFr2Þ can be extended onto arbitrary ﬁnite abelian group G in
several ways. One of such extensions was considered in [KL] where, in particular, we
were able to determine trðGÞ for rAf2; 3g and also for any rX2 in the special case of
G cyclic. It follows immediately from the results of [KL] (and can be easily shown
directly) that
srðFr2Þ ¼ max
1pkpr
2rktrðFk2Þ for rXrX2:
Furthermore, we have
trðFr2Þ ¼ 0 for ror
(Lemma 2: if ror and ADFr2 is r-maximal, then A is a proper coset, hence either A is
periodic or jAj ¼ 1);
t2ðFr2Þ ¼ 2r  1 for rX2 ð4Þ
(for any zAFr2 the set A :¼ Fr2\fzg is 2-maximal and aperiodic); and ﬁnally,
t3ðFr2Þ ¼ 2r1 for rX3 ð5Þ
(the set constructed in the proof of Lemma 1 is aperiodic).
As to the value of t4ðFr2Þ; Theorem 6 shows that t4ðFr2Þp2r2 þ 1: In fact, Davydov
and Tombak constructed in [DT89] aperiodic 4-maximal sets ADFr2 of this
cardinality, whence
t4ðFr2Þ ¼ 2r2 þ 1 for rX4: ð6Þ
We note that (6) is a deep result with applications to coding theory and ﬁnite
geometries, while (4) and (5) are almost immediate.
Though we were unable to determine trðFr2Þ for rX5; we conjecture the following.
Conjecture 1. We have trðFr2Þ ¼ 2rþ2r þ r 3 for any integers rXrX2:
As shown in Section 4, Theorem 6 implies case r ¼ 4 of Theorems 1 and 2, and in
a similar way Conjecture 1 (which is an extension of Theorem 6) implies the general
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case of these theorems. Indeed, the importance of Conjecture 1 is that it describes the
structure of all subsets ADFr2 of cardinality jAj42rrþ2 þ r 3; not contained in a
proper coset and such that ðr 1ÞAaFr2: More precisely: assuming Conjecture 1, for
each ﬁxed e40 one can effectively ﬁnd a ﬁnite family of sets A such that any ADFr2;
not contained in a proper coset and satisfying jAj4ð1þ eÞ2rrþ2 and ðr 1ÞAaFr2;
is a subset of the ‘‘lifting’’ of some A: We leave the details to the reader.
Observe that (4)–(6) establish our conjecture for rp4: Furthermore, the lower
bound of the conjecture is not difﬁcult to prove.
Example 3. Fix arbitrarily a subgroup HoFr2 of index ½Fr2 : H
 ¼ 2r and elements
e1;y; erAFr2 such that F
r
2 ¼ /e1;y; erS"H and let
A :¼ f0; e1;y; erg,ð/e1; e2Sþ ðH\f0gÞÞ:
Then ðr 1ÞA ¼ Fr2\fe1 þ?þ erg; whence A is r-maximal and aperiodic. Thus
trðFr2ÞXjAj ¼ ðrþ 1Þ þ 4ðjHj  1Þ ¼ 2rrþ2 þ r 3:
Apart from the case rp4; we can prove Conjecture 1 for rprþ 2 only. Indeed,
for r ¼ r the conjecture claims that trðFr2Þ ¼ r þ 1; and this follows readily from
Lemma 2. The case r ¼ rþ 1 is settled by the following lemma.
Lemma 8. Let rX5 be an integer and let r ¼ rþ 1: Suppose that ADFr2 is r-maximal
and aperiodic. Then jAjprþ 5:
Proof. As in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 we can assume without loss of generality
that there exist e1;y; erAA such that, with s; P; and L deﬁned by (2), we have
A-L ¼ P and seðr 1ÞA: Fix arbitrarily zAFr2\L and let LAðzÞ be deﬁned by (3).
Then jLAðzÞj ¼ jAj  jPj ¼ jAj  ðrþ 1Þ; and assuming that jAj4rþ 5 we get
jLAðzÞjX5: Corollary 3 shows then that LAðzÞDl þ P for some lAL; and hence
ADf0; z þ lg þ P: However, the set A0 :¼ f0; z þ lg þ P is periodic (we have
A0 þ z þ l ¼ A0) and satisﬁes seðr 1ÞA0: This contradicts the assumption that
ADA0 is r-maximal and aperiodic. &
As indicated above, we can prove the conjecture in the case r ¼ rþ 2; too;
however, the proof is rather complicated and we do not present it here. For rXrþ 3
the only upper bound we have is trðFr2Þpðrþ 5Þ 2rr1; following from Theorem 2.
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